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+ Room systems
+ Workstations
+ Seating
+ Soft Seating
+ Storage
+ K+N Smart.Office

König+Neurath develops office furniture and 
room systems for individual work cultures



with award-winning products ...
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FLOW
TIMELESS

VISIONPURE

... which are spread 
flexibly over four 
style collections
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As a family-owned
business ...

From the left: Ludwig König, Egon König, Viktoria König, Erik Schönfeld



… we have the experience to cope with change
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1925
From carpenter’s 
workshop to furniture 
producer: Heinrich 
Neurath founded a 
business in Karben making 
free-standing cabinets.

1947
Boom: when Egon König, son of 
Heinrich König, started work 
there, the production area 
measured
just 3000 square metres.

1955
König + Neurath mainly supplied 
goods to authorities and public 
services in the post-war era – but 
later the customer base broadened 
to include banks, insurance 
companies and industries.

1982
Innovative spirit: designer Hartmut Esslinger 
developed the Apple Computer in California, 
and for König + Neurath in Karben he created 
the innovative KING ALPHA desk programme 
with height adjustment and integral cable 
management.

1982
The European 
marketplace: 
König + Neurath opened 
the first international 
showroom in London.

1986
Success model: 
The KING BETA furniture 
range became a bestseller. 
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1996
New structures: 
Egon König floated 
König + Neurath on 
the stock market.

2014
Flexibility: Thanks to the modern 
distribution planning system, 
König + Neurath trucks were now far 
more efficient with GPS-optimised 
routes.

2000
Time-hop to the start of the new 
millennium: 
König + Neurath became a pioneer 
in the workplace with the all-in-one 
compact office, STANDBY.OFFICE.

2010
Trendsetter in central zone products: 
with NET.WORK.PLACE, König + Neurath set
new standards in modern workplace design 
once again.

2016
Premium performance: the company is one of Europe’s 
leading office furniture manufacturers. 
A generation of grandchildren 
is now working in the company –
Viktoria König, Ludwig König 
and Erik Schönfeld.

today
Award-winning design: 
The four style collections, PURE, 
TIMELESS, VISION and FLOW serve
as an orientation basis when 
selecting products. 
Prize winners such as the AURAY 
task chair and the dynamic 
miracle K+N BALANCE.CHAIR are
out-standing products within the 
portfolio, alongside room systems 
such as INSIDE.CUBE and 
QUIET.BOX. 
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Egon König,
Chairman of the supervisory board



König + Neurath in numbers
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~ 1000
people are employed 
at König + Neurath

90,000
square metres of production space
at König + Neurath in Karben 
(Frankfurt/Main)

1
Production site with
in-house wood and metal 
manufacturing facilities
Made in Germany

176 
million euros
total turnover in 2018

9
showrooms across Europe show 
the portfolio for the integrative 
workplace

3.5
million km: the distance travelled in 
a year by König + Neurath’s truck 
fleet 



Karben, Germany HQ ...
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... we support our customers 
throughout the world

Great 
Britain

United 
Arab
Emirates

Russia

Europe

Export countries worldwide
Western Europe: UK, Ireland, Netherlands, Denmark, Luxembourg, 
Belgium, France, Spain, Portugal, Italy, Liechtenstein, Switzerland, 
Austria | Eastern Europe: Czech Republic, Poland, Slovakia, Hungary, 
Croatia, Slovenia, Serbia, Bulgaria, Romania, Latvia, Estonia, Lithuania, 
Ukraine, Russia | Middle East: Saudi Arabia, UAE, Qatar, Kuwait | Asia: 
Singapore, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Japan, China | North /South 
America: USA | India | Australia | Africa: Morocco



CORE VALUES & STRATEGIC FOCUS



OUR STRATEGIC DEVELOPMENT
is centered towards the goal to identify and to develop the 
best solutions for furniture, room systems and a new sense 
of space.
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Basis
• Family business
• Responsibilities 

towards nature and 
society

• continuity, 
dependability, 
solidarity, 
seriousness, 
sustainability and 
quality

Clear Focus
• Work-out necessary

R&D issues
• Improvements list to have 

clear goals
• Increase contribution 

margins

Adjustments

Results

• Product Prices
• Efficient & effective

utilization of resources
and facilities

• Focus on cost reductions

• High quality products
• High innovation level
• Full-service provider for all levels



ALL FUNCTIONAL LEVEL STRATEGIES
contribute to our vision by enhancing the life of our customers
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Research & Development

“Launching products which are fitting our customers needs and offering 
maximal functionality”

Marketing & Sales

“Offering high quality furniture in the market while satisfying our 
customers.”

Production

“Realization of an optimized cost base by effective supply and highly 
efficient use of production capacities.”

Finance & Investment

“Value creation by stable growth and effective investments.”

Functions



DESIGN & PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT



The Product Design Process
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Concept Design Prototype Manufacture Delivery



In-house Design:
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+ Design as a success factor of the company

+ Quality, innovation, simplicity, user orientation are 
important

+ Modular product concepts and customizing
potential

+ In-house design workshop, close cooperation 
with high-profile designers

+ König + Neurath designs have received
many honours and awards JET.III 3-D model



Design for Environment
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K+N already integrates environmental themes at the 
beginning of the development over the entire product life 
cycle with regard to the following topics:

+ Design

+ Material choice

+ Production and assembly

+ Delivery and maintenance

+ Reuse and further use

+ Recycling

We only use environmentally friendly plastics.



Product Development
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+ Product development at König + Neurath is an 
intensive team process.

+ All innovations in the family-owned company are 
the result of a joint discussion culture.

+ At the end, every detail of the production process 
is precisely described, starting with openness, 
curiosity and inspiration. 

+ Throughout the entire development process, the 
focus is always on function, the requirements of 

different working cultures and market trends.



Test Laboratory
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+ Static investigations are carried out in our 
in-house test laboratory using test models 
and material tests.

+ Allows direct influence on the constructive 
changes without affecting the design



PRODUCTION FACILITIES



True manufacturer = complete 
control over the manufacturing 
process
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+ Wood and metal manufacturing facilities on 
site

+ Handling projects of varying sizes 

+ Necessary vertical range of manufacture to 
translate specific customer requirements 
into customized work environments and 
products

+ State-of-the-art production processes

+ Selection of innovative materials with special 
properties



Quality and 
sustainability
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+ Lean Production

+ Quality "Made in Germany"

+ Constant optimisation of 
production processes

+ Reliable partnerships 
with the industry’s leading 
suppliers

+ Unique level of vertical 
integration also thanks 
to digitisation



Highlights of our production
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+ High level of vertical 
integration and production 
capacity

+ High level of expertise in wood 
and metal processing

Within every production step all machines exist at least twice.
If a machine is not working the other machine is used as a back-up and performing the required tasks. This way of production allows us to prevent any production failure.





2009 2012

2003
Introduction of SAP as an 
integrative system across 

all business processes

2008
Investment in automated 

laser technology

2009
Cutting center and logistics 

for customer-oriented 
solutions 

2012-2014
Investment in laser edge 
technology with 0 mm 

joint

2016
Acquisition of a new 

cutting machine in 2016 
has optimized cutting and 

reduced the amount 
of material needed 

Innovations in our production process



Your added value:
Individual Customizing …
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+ Ability to fulfil individual customer 
requirements, even for very small batch sizes

+ Tailor-made concepts for every company

+ Office furniture and room systems
can be implemented in line with existing 
branding and Corporate Design specifications



… and handling of varying project sizes
in a very short time!
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+ These quantities are manufactured in our 
factory in single-shift production

+ Our delivery obligations to Key Account 
customers as detailed in general 
agreements correspond to about 20 % of 
the available capacities

Furniture group
per day 
in pcs

per week 
in pcs

Desks 700 3,500

including motorised 
desks:

400 2,000

Cabinets 700 3,500

Pedestals 400 2,000

Chairs 700 3,500

Output in a one-shift operation

(with possibility to switch to a two-shift operation)



Development of total energy consumption and produced 
furniture units
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Savings of 131 000 kWh per year 
can be achieved by investing in LED lighting. 
Our target: annual savings of 873 000 kWh 
by the end of 2018 



PROJECT MANAGEMENT



Work together with clients –
Design thinking
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+ Joint workshops with 
architects, designers and end users

+ Barcamps with maximum freedom 
in the search for solutions 

+ Pursue and integrate different interest

+ Continuous processes, each building 
on its predecessor



We provide support every step of the way 
on the path to a positive working environment
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+ Project analysis
+ Recognise potentials and 

problems
+ Define goals

+ Define the target work 
culture

+ Identify ideas for style 
collections, functional 
areas and furniture

+ Select furniture and specify the 
sizes, materials, colours and 
details

+ Visualise and discuss the overall 
concept

+ Provide sample models
+ Clarify offers and details
+ Develop logistics concept

and organise delivery
+ Set up and assemble furniture
+ Organise move
+ Present the working environment 

to employees

+ Use K+N SMART.OFFICE
+ Books rooms and 

workstations
+ Find colleagues
+ Conduct usage analyses 

based
on data

DEFINE PROJECT 
SCOPE

01
EXPLORE WORK 
CULTURE

02

CREATE 
WORKING 
ENVIRONMENT

04

OPTIMISE 
ROOM 
EXPERIENCE

05
SHAPE STYLE 
COLLECTIONS

03



We work with you to organise your project 
tailored to your needs, taking into account:
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+ Performance promise

+ Project size

+ Regional or national or multinational delivery

+ General agreement or project

+ Electronic order processes, shopping baskets

+ Product range

+ Planning and customizing

+ Logistics and After Sales



SUSTAINABILITY



Sustainable office furniture –
How do we reach this target?

+ Statements of environmental requirements for development, design and acquisition 
include specifications for

+ Recycling/ repair-friendly construction

+ Undesirable materials – the “Red List” 

+ e.g. PVC, composite materials, various alloys (Cr-Ni), Cr(VI), …

+ Green procurement – defined criteria for purchasing

+ Assessment of the manufacturing process

+ Assessment and evaluation of suppliers

+ Quality and safety

+ Life of product/Service life

© König + Neurath AG 36



Sustainable office furniture –
How do we reach this target?

+ … eco-friendly production and selection of materials

+ Low-emission materials and manufacturing processes are used,solvent-free (or low-solvent) coatings and 
adhesives, textiles (Ökotex Standard), leather (Blue Angel)...

+ Tropical wood varieties are not used

+ Wood-based materials are sourced from sustainable forestry

+ Diversity of plastics is minimised (PE, PP)

+ Recycling-friendly construction

+ Material labelling, easy-release bonds...

+ Energy-intensive materials are not used

+ Quickly renewable natural resources

© König + Neurath AG 37



Communication on progress
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+ Annual progress report to create transparency 
regarding corporate activities in relation to 
sustainability

+ Following the GRI guidelines (Global Reporting 
Initiative) as an internationally recognised reporting 
standard



... define our work
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+ Resource-friendly production and sustainable 
operations thanks to the environmentally-friendly 
selection of raw materials and by returning any waste 
material to the production cycle

+ Use of recycled material and planned recycling 
at the end of the product life cycle

+ Environmental certificates for all products

+ Social responsibility and sustainability declaration

+ Quality, environmental and energy management 
systems certified in accordance with 
DIN EN ISO 9001 / 14001 / 50001



We also encourage that in 
our teams
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+ Company health management: 

+ Availability of massages to prevent disorders

+ Sport courses (yoga, back therapy, swimming ...)

+ Communal running

+ Subsidies for fitness studios

+ Water dispensers and fresh fruit

+ Employee restaurant

+ Training and further education measures 
in the König + Neurath Academy



ERGONOMICS & ACOUSTICS



Ergonomics
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Our product development 
is people-oriented

Biomechanical processes and 
organisational requirements 
are just as important as
function, comfort and aesthetics



Ergonomics
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Our room planning supports health, 
motivation and productivity

Corporate Health planning includes factors 
such as acoustics, movement, quiet zones, 
communication culture …



Room acoustics
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Noise is detrimental to health and
reduces performance

+ Analysis of room quality by 
our experts

+ Specific selection of acoustically 
effective office furniture and 
room systems

+ Making sure the measures 
are effective



REFERENCES



+ Microsoft, Singapore, Beijing China

+ Unilever, Jakarta Indonesia

+ PwC, UK

+ Brainlab AG

+ Deutscher BundeswehrVerband e. V. 

+ Daimler AG

+ European Parliament

+ Nexans

+ NIKE European Operations Netherlands B.V

+ Robert Bosch GmbH

+ Siemens AG

Project References
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Reference  
WirtschaftsWoche
Occupation: January 2018
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Reference 
GMK branding consultancy
Occupation: December 2018
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Reference 
European Patent Office

12,000 pieces furniture
7 weeks lead-time

Occupation: November 2017


